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Get a Bonus Book for a Limited Time Only: You'll get Book 1, Phoenix Running When You

Purchase Phoenix SearchingDemons inside. Demons outside.Phoenix, Cee Cee and Ashley have

had an interesting past, to say the least. After meeting under extremely contentious circumstances

over a year ago, they successfully navigated the rocky waters of a three way relationship.Three

alpha personalities all vying for a level of success that entailed countless sacrifices: A powder keg

waiting to explode.Thankfully, the strength of their love (and sheer physical passion) won out over

professional desires, and they landed softly in a beautiful new home where they have spent every

free moment making love and sharing the most beautiful relationship they've ever experienced. But

the unquenchable desire to prove themselves still lies dormant, waiting to spill over into the idyllic

existence that they've carved out for themselves in their new home.And there are other dangers,

too. Twisted people, bent on revenge and with seemingly nothing to lose, are always waiting to

disrupt and ultimately destroy what our happy trio has worked so hard to build up.Follow these three

brave lovers once again through a story of dramatic tension, intensely sinful lovemaking and more

than one close brush with mortality!The two books included here combine into a complete MMF

Bisexual Romance set with an HEA ending and no cliffhangers! There is no need to buy anything

else to get the complete experience.
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I received this book as an ARC in exchange for my honest review. Nichole Stewart does it again in

this second book. Phoenix Searching answers questions that formed in Phoenix Running. Cee-Cee,

Phoenix and Ashley go through every day real life relationship struggles and it's nice to see that

even story book couples go through the same thing. I've always connected with these three and

being mad and sad and angry and happy all came through in this book for me. If you haven't read

Phoenix Running you need to before you pick up this amazing read. I can't wait to see what else

Nichole has in her devious mind for these 3.

I was originally asked as an arc reviewer but there was a bit of a mix up so I ended up buying the

books because I am very fond of this author. I have to say that I liked the books but they were a bit

slower than her usual pace. I am sure it was for the character development. My favorite was Ashley,

our Pop Star Aussie. He was the one that had the most investment and had the level head. Phoenix

was somewhat self involved and missed a lot of the signs and Cee Cee was just a brat through

most of the story. She was so concentrated on her own self interests and her career that she almost

lost two really great guys. It took an almost tragedy to make her see the light. The story was solid

and entertaining but there was a lot of missed words and missed typing in it. I think whoever was

her editor should be scolded as she is usually not this sloppy. On the whole the books are definitely

worth reading if you like this genre which I do. Take a look for yourself.

"I received an ARC version of this book in exchange for an honest review." I absolutely love this

book! Kept you glued to the characters all the way thru. Some of them you may want to slap upside

the head at some points but it all works out in he end. You must read the first one Phoenix Running

before this one but you will enjoy both. If you don't like a little bit of naughty fantasy type of love

making yiu shouldn't read it but I guarantee you will love it if you like fantasy a little out of the

normal. Whatever normal is. Lol.

I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.Nicole has out done herself again. In Phoenix

searching, I never knew which way things would turn. I love the details and suspense that was



incorporated into the story. It makes for such a good story wit phoenix being into his career and

ceecees inability and then add in the hot rock star!!! Such a sizzler. Can't wait to read more.

I recieved this book for an honest review!! I loved this book from beginning to end! I loved how the

story continues to follow these characters from the first book and how their relationship has

struggles just like normal people!! Looking forward to seeing what she does if she continues the

story!!

I love that you get both books for one price. Emotional, drama, action, violence, there on povs, great

storyline, love, drama and HOT sex. This is what you get in this series. I really do hope we get a

third book. I want to see how the wedding goes who the lucky one and maybe some babies:)Ok the

only thing that made me so mad was Cee Cee had been kidnapped and Ashley and Phoenix where

to busy getting it on they should been looking for there woman!!!!!!

What an excellent follow up to Phoenix Rising! I am so happy that Nicole continued with the story for

Cee Cee, Ashley and Phoenix. They are such well written characters and this story line left me

feeling anxious and then very satisfied with the ending. I believe that a third story is absolutely

necessary because I am not ready to leave these wonderful characters!!

I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.If you haven't read Phoenix Running, you

probably will want to do so before starting this book. There is a lot of carry-through from the 1st

book and it will help you to understand the character and plot line dynamics at play in Phoenix

Searching.Phoenix Searching had me nervous at the start ... I loved the characters of Cee Cee,

Phoenix and Ashley and I was happy with where they ended up after the first book. I couldn't bear to

see them get ripped apart. But trust Nicole Stewart to find a way to tell a story, bring you along,

allow you to feel everything the characters are feeling, and keep your love of the characters secure.

There were a lot of times I wanted to smack each of our three main characters ... mostly Cee Cee

though! You just want to scream at them to get their stuff together and get on with it. But hey, isn't

that real life!?!An interesting component of the book was that there was quite a bit of foreshadowing

that led to some misdirection, keeping me, the reader, on my toes. And there were some plot

surprises I didn't see coming. I love a book that can surprise me!Another interesting component,

varying slightly from Phoenix Running, is that there was a fair amount of one-on-one time between

the characters, as well as all-together time. It gave you insight into the dynamics of the interpersonal



relationships in a different way, both in and out of the bedroom.Kudos to Nicole Stewart!!!
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